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NCAR%CAM%(Community%atmosphere%Model)%supports%a%wide%range%of%global%%
climate%model%applica=ons:%
%
•  Paleo@climate:%millennia%long%simula=ons,%dx%~300km%%

•  Climate%change:%decade%to%century%long%simula=ons,%dx%~100km%
%%

•  CuHng%edge%resolu=ons:%dx%~25km%and%finer%
%

Model%must%be%robust%and%accurate%in%a%wide%resolu=on%range!%%
%
Throughput%required%to%do%science:%
%
•  Climate%change:%>%5%years%of%simulated%years%per%day%(SYPD)%

%
•  Paleo:%>%40%SYPD%



Multi-scale nature of atmosphere dynamics (from Thuburn 2011)
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Figure indicates schematically the time scales and horizontal

spatial scales of a range of atmospheric phenomena (Figure from

Thuburn 2011).

O(104km): large scale circulations (Asian summer monsoon).

O(104km): undulations in the jet stream and pressure patterns associated with the largest
scale Rossby waves (called planetary waves)

O(103km): cyclones and anticyclones

O(10km): the transition zones between relatively warm and cool air masses can collapse in
scale to form fronts with widths of a few tens of km

O(103km � 100m): convection can be organized on a huge range of di↵erent scales (tropical
intraseasonal oscillations; supercell complexes and squall lines; individual small cumulus
clouds formed from turbulent boundary layer eddies)

O(10m � 1mm): turbulent eddies in boundary layer (lowest few hundred m’s of the atmosphere, where the dynamics

is dominated by turbulent transports); range in scale from few hundred m’s (the boundary layer depth) down to mm
scale at which molecular di↵usion becomes significant.
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Fig. 14.1 Nastrom and Gage
(1985) spectrum derived from
the GASP aircraft obser-
vations (symbols) and the
Lindborg (1999) functional
t to the MOZAIC aircraft
observations. The gure is
from Skamarock (2004). Wavenumber  (radians m-1)
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14.2 Kinetic Energy Spectra and Atmospheric Dynamics

Nastrom and Gage (1985) used aircraft observations of winds from the Global At-
mospheric Sampling Program (GASP) to compute kinetic energy (KE) spectra for
horizontal length scales from a few kilometers to several thousand kilometers. Lind-
borg (1999) similarly used aircraft observations from theMeasurement of ozone and
water vapor by Airbus in-service aircraft (MOZAIC) program to compute structure
functions and a kinetic energy spectrum. Results from both studies, depicted in g-
ure 1, illustrate the characteristic behavior of the kinetic energy spectrum. At larger
scales (horizontal wavelengths greater than approximately several hundred kilome-
ters) the spectrum scales as k−3 where k is the horizontal wavenumber. For shorter
wavelengths (higher wavenumbers) the spectrum scales as k−5/3, and a small tran-
sition region exists between the two regimes. While it is widely accepted that the
dynamics of the k−3 regime correspond to a downscale cascade of enstrophy, there
is no consensus concerning the k−5/3 regime (Lilly et al, 1998; Lindborg, 2006).
The characterization of the k−5/3 regime represents one of the major unanswered
questions in mesoscale atmospheric dynamics.
The KE spectrum can also be computed from model simulations. This spectrum

from a high-resolution simulation (Bernardet et al, 2008) using the Advanced Re-
search Weather Research and Forecast model (ARW, Skamarock and Klemp, 2008;
Skamarock et al, 2008) is shown in gure 2, and this simulated spectrum reproduces
the transition. This behavior has also been found in simulations from other models
(Lilly et al, 1998; Lindborg and Berthouwer, 2007; Hamilton et al, 2008) and, while
there are variations in the spectra as a function of pressure, geographical region and
weather regime (Skamarock, 2004), the transition is always apparent.

The%atmospheric%spectrum%of%horizontal%kine=c%energy%(right%Figure):%
@%slope%very%close%to%k^−3%on%large%scales%and%k^−5/3%on%small%scales,%where%k%wavenumber,%%
@%with%a%gradual%transi=on%between%the%two%at%scales%of%a%few%100%km%
%%
The%dashed%line%in%leZ%Figure%is%consistent%with%this%observed%spectrum,%re@expressed%in%terms%%
of%length%and%=me%scales.%The%dynamically%important%phenomena%men=oned%above%are%those%%
that%dominate%the%atmospheric%energy%spectrum,%and%all%lie%close%to%this%dashed%line.%%

Thuburn%(2011)%
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Nastrom and Gage (1985) used aircraft observations of winds from the Global At-
mospheric Sampling Program (GASP) to compute kinetic energy (KE) spectra for
horizontal length scales from a few kilometers to several thousand kilometers. Lind-
borg (1999) similarly used aircraft observations from theMeasurement of ozone and
water vapor by Airbus in-service aircraft (MOZAIC) program to compute structure
functions and a kinetic energy spectrum. Results from both studies, depicted in g-
ure 1, illustrate the characteristic behavior of the kinetic energy spectrum. At larger
scales (horizontal wavelengths greater than approximately several hundred kilome-
ters) the spectrum scales as k−3 where k is the horizontal wavenumber. For shorter
wavelengths (higher wavenumbers) the spectrum scales as k−5/3, and a small tran-
sition region exists between the two regimes. While it is widely accepted that the
dynamics of the k−3 regime correspond to a downscale cascade of enstrophy, there
is no consensus concerning the k−5/3 regime (Lilly et al, 1998; Lindborg, 2006).
The characterization of the k−5/3 regime represents one of the major unanswered
questions in mesoscale atmospheric dynamics.
The KE spectrum can also be computed from model simulations. This spectrum

from a high-resolution simulation (Bernardet et al, 2008) using the Advanced Re-
search Weather Research and Forecast model (ARW, Skamarock and Klemp, 2008;
Skamarock et al, 2008) is shown in gure 2, and this simulated spectrum reproduces
the transition. This behavior has also been found in simulations from other models
(Lilly et al, 1998; Lindborg and Berthouwer, 2007; Hamilton et al, 2008) and, while
there are variations in the spectra as a function of pressure, geographical region and
weather regime (Skamarock, 2004), the transition is always apparent.

Shaded%area:%typical%resolved%space@=me%scales%in%“work%horse”%global%climate%models%
%
Red%line:%approximate%resolved%space@=me%scales%in%next%genera=on%high%resolu=on%models%
%
=>%we%are%star=ng%to%resolve%“weather”%phenomena%(moving%into%meso@scales%…)%
%
%
%
%



Challenges as we move to higher resolution

Fig. 3. The kinetic energy spectra from high resolution aqua planet simulations of CAM-
SE and CAM-EUL. Left panel plots E(k) as a function of spherical wave number k. Right
panel plots E(k)k5/3 to better illustrate how the spectral matches the predicted k�3 and
k�5/3 scalings (black lines). Solid lines show the KE of �u, while the dotted lines show the
irrotational component �u�. CAM-SE at 0.25� matches the CAM-EUL T340 spectra quite
well at all scales resolved by CAM-EUL. But even higher resolution is needed to capture
the observed transition from a k�3 to a k�5/3 scaling, as seen in the result for CAM-SE at
0.125�, which has large regions which match each scaling regime.

25

We are now starting to resolve some meso-scale motion (k-5/3’s transition)

! slowly starting to resolve large-scale convection (since we can resolve large-scale updrafts) but
we are certainly not resolving all kinds of convection and associated phenomena: GREY ZONE

Are the assumptions we are making in climate models developed for resolutions of O(> 100km)
still valid?

Peter Hjort Lauritzen (NCAR) Dynamics II May 30, 2012 17 / 25

Figure%from%Evans%et%al.%(2012)%
%
Note:%Some%of%the%first%global%models%to%simulate%k^−5/3’s%transi=on:%Takahashi%et%al.%(2006);%Hamilton%et%al.%(2008)%

CAM%high%resolu=on%total%kine=c%energy%spectra%(aqua@planet%configura=on,%CAM4%physics)%
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Figure%from%Evans%et%al.%(2012)%
%
Note:%Some%of%the%first%global%models%to%simulate%k^−5/3’s%transi=on:%Takahashi%et%al.%(2006);%Hamilton%et%al.%(2008)%

CAM%high%resolu=on%total%kine=c%energy%spectra%(aqua@planet%configura=on,%CAM4%physics)%

Note:%there%is%less%energy%
compared%to%observa=ons%in%
the%shortest%wave@lengths%

(effec=ve%resolu=on%is%~4@8%dx)%



We%are%moving%into%a%new%regime:%

•  Efficiency%requirements:%
%
@%Scalability:%models%need%to%be%highly%scalable%to%have%high%enough%
through@put%to%do%science%
%
@%Complexity%of%parameteriza=ons%is%increasing:%
=>%more%prognos=c%tracers%%
(aerosols,%chemical%species,%prognos=c%hydrometeors,%…)%
%

•  Tradi=onal%treatment%of%water%in%global%models%may%no%longer%be%
accurate%
(and%we%may%not%be%able%to%“copy”%weather%models%directly)%%
%

•  Moist%physics%(some%assump=ons%could%be%breaking%down%…)%
(not%discussed%in%this%talk%–%see%Tribbia%talk)%



Outline%

•  Efficiency%requirements:%
%
@%Scalability:%models%need%to%be%highly%scalable%to%have%high%enough%
through@put%to%do%science%
%
@%Complexity%of%parameteriza=ons%is%increasing:%
=>%more%prognos=c%tracers%%
(aerosols,%chemical%species,%prognos=c%hydrometeors,%…)%
%

•  Tradi=onal%treatment%of%water%in%global%models%may%no%longer%be%
accurate%
(and%we%may%not%be%able%to%“copy”%weather%models)%%
%

•  Moist%physics,%turbulent%mountain%stress,%blocking,%…%
(not%discussed%in%this%talk%–%see%Tribbia%talk)%

The%development%of%CAM@SE@CSLAM%
(Spectral%Element%dynamical%core%with%accelerated%tracer%transport%using%
Conserva=ve%Semi@Lagrangian%Mul=@tracer%scheme):%
%
@  CAM@SE%
@  CSLAM%
@  Physics%grid%in%CAM@SE%
%
%

Global%climate%models%becoming%like%weather%models%but%with%conserva=on%
constraints:%
%

%Mass%conserva=on%
%% %Axial%angular%momentum%conserva=on%

%Total%energy%conserva=on%
%
%



Computers: clock speed for 1 CPU%

Source:%ISSCC%2012%trend%report%Shnp://isscc.org/doc/2012/2012_Trends.pdf%
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personal area networks (PANs), with 
up to 10 m of range at data rates of 
up to 10 Mb/s; and wideband PANs 
(WPANs), with up to 10 m of range at 
data rates of up to 10 Gb/s. In each 
of these categories, the data rate has 
increased over time, typically pro-
viding an increased computational 
load, so as to move closer and closer 
to the theoretical channel capacity of 
the system. 

Figure 7 presents video and digital-
television trends. Generally speaking, 
modern video requires a very large 
number of computations to keep 
up with increasing video bit rates, 
increasing resolution and frame rates, 
increasing complexity of the stan-
dards for video compression, and new 
applications such as 3-D and mul-
tiview video that demand higher 
resolution and greater numbers of 
concurrent streams. Dedicated high-
performance and low-power video 
processor architectures and high-
bandwidth external dynamic random-
access memory (DRAM) interfaces are 
essential to meet these dramatically 
increasing performance require-
ments. Mobile video also requires 
energy efficiency in implementing 
video streaming, encoding, and decod-
ing for high-definition video. Both low-
power video engines and low-power 
memory architectures leveraging new 
technology such as wide-I/O, low-
capacitance direct interfaces to DRAM 
are paramount. 

As process technology continues 
to advance, enabling integration on 
a massive scale, this year at ISSCC 
2012 we are seeing processors origi-
nate from a wide variety of techno-
logical backgrounds. New ground 
is being broken in the key areas of 
transistor integration, performance-
per-unit power, and functional inte-
gration. This is being accomplished 
across varied process technologies 
(65-nm, 45-nm, 40-nm, and 32-nm) 
and for bulk and silicon on insulator 
(SOI) CMOS technologies.

High-Performance  Digital
Rapid progress in the reduction of 
CMOS feature size in commercial 

products continues to drive appli-
cations of high-performance digital 
technology. 

At ISSCC 2012, the continuing 
progress in CMOS technology pro-
vides us with the first 22-nm com-
mercial microprocessor featuring 
new vertical device architectures 
with triple gates. These develop-
ments enable further improvements 
in area and energy efficiency.

The chip complexity chart in 
 Figure 8 shows the trend in transis-
tor integration on a single chip over 
the past two decades. While the 1 bil-

lion–transistor integration level was 
first achieved five years ago, last 
year marked the first commercial 
product exceeding 3 billion transis-
tors on a single die. This trend per-
sists: Average complexity continues 
to increase, with 1.4 billion transis-
tors on the first 22-nm commercial 
microprocessor chip.

As power reduction becomes 
mandatory in every application, the 
trend toward lower clock frequencies 
also continues, as shown in the fre-
quency trends chart in Figure 9. This is 
driven by decreased supply  voltages, 
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•  Clock%speed%stopped%doubling%at%the%same%rate%as%transistors%(Moore's%law)%around%2005.%%
•  Clock%speed%has%stagnated%around%3.4%GHz!%“THE%ERA%OF%FREE%LUNCH%IS%OVER”!%

%



%
%

Computers: massively parallel%

NCAR%Yellowstone%Computer%
Batch%Computa=on%

4,662%IBM%dx360%M4%nodes%–%16%
cores,%32%GB%memory%per%node%
Intel%Sandy%Bridge%EP%processors%with%
AVX%–%2.6%GHz%clock%
74,592%cores%total%–%1.552%PFLOPs%
peak%
149.2%TB%total%DDR3@1600%memory%
29.8%Bluefire%equivalents%

High@Performance%Interconnect%
Mellanox%FDR%InfiniBand%full%fat@tree%
13.6%GB/s%bidirec=onal%bw/node%
<2.5%µs%latency%(worst%case)%
31.7%TB/s%bisec=on%bandwidth%



CAM performance at dx~25km Highly scalable dynamical core
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Figure 5: Performance of the CESM atmosphere component model on Intrepid (IBM BG/P)
when using the CAM-SE, FV or EUL dynamical core, showing the simulated-years-per-day
as a function of the number of processing cores. Atmosphere component times taken from a
CESM time-slice simulation, coupling the atmosphere (at 0.25� or T341 resolution), the land
model (0.25� resolution), and the sea ice and data ocean model (0.1�). The solid black line
shows perfect parallel scalability. When using CAM-SE, the CESM achieves near perfect
scalability down to one element per processor, running at 12.2 SYPD on 86,400 cores.

Figure from Dennis et al. (2012)

We can now perform climate simulations at unprecedented resolutions and we are starting to resolve
some meso-scale motion (at which scales the dynamics fundamentally changes character!)

Peter Hjort Lauritzen (NCAR) Dynamics II May 30, 2012 8 / 25

To%do%science%>%5%SYPD%
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We can now perform climate simulations at unprecedented resolutions and we are starting to resolve
some meso-scale motion (at which scales the dynamics fundamentally changes character!)
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Spherical%
harmonics:%

global%
communica=on%
every%=me@step%

%
HOWEVER%

%
At%low%

processor%
counts%very%very%
very%efficient!!!%

To%do%science%>%5%SYPD%
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We can now perform climate simulations at unprecedented resolutions and we are starting to resolve
some meso-scale motion (at which scales the dynamics fundamentally changes character!)
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Polar%filters:%
global%opera=on%
along%Northern%
and%Southern%
la=tudes%every%

=me@step%
%

To%do%science%>%5%SYPD%

CAM@FV%(Finite%Volume)%
was%used%for%IPCC%AR5%



Moving%to%quasi@isotropic%grids%
Why focus on transport schemes? Accuracy on ‘fancy grids’

regular latitude-longitude cubed-sphere Voronoi Yin-Yang

Primarily for scalability many groups are considering more isotropic spherical grids
! challenges schemes in new ways:

Grids are not orthogonal (at least not globally):

) potential loss of accuracy with dimensionally split schemes

Balanced flows are newer always aligned with grid lines; has consequences for
maintaining large scale balances in the flow at low resolution;
Lauritzen, Jablonowski, Taylor, Nair (2010a, Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems)

‘Geometrically flexible’ schemes desirable for ‘fancy grids’, mesh-refinement, etc.

Peter Hjort Lauritzen (NCAR) Tracer Transport October 26, 2010 3 / 29

Aside:%some%of%these%grids%allow%for%mesh@refinement%

NCAR%dynamical%cores%that%support%
sta=c%mesh@refinement:%CAM@SE%and%MPAS%
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We can now perform climate simulations at unprecedented resolutions and we are starting to resolve
some meso-scale motion (at which scales the dynamics fundamentally changes character!)
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Quasi@isotropic%
cubed@sphere%grid:%

2D%horizontal%
decomposi=on%(only%
nearest%element%

neighbor%
communica=on)%

CAM performance at dx~25km 

To%do%science%>%5%SYPD%
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%
•  Discre=za=on%preserves%adjoint%proper=es%of%divergence,%gradient%and%curl%(mime=c).%
•  Machine%precision%mass@conserva=on%(at%the%element%level)%
•  Conserves%moist%energy%(in%CAM5.2;%no%longer%the%case%in%CAM5.3%but%it%can%be%fixed)%
•  Op=on%to%run%with%Eulerian%finite@difference%discre=za=on%(CAM5.2)%in%the%ver=cal%%

and%floa=ng%Lagrangian%ver=cal%coordinates%(CAM5.3)%
•  Supports%sta=c%mesh@refinement%(and%retains%formal%order%of%accuracy)%
•  Conserves%axial%angular%momentum%very%well%(see%next%slides)%
•  CAM@SE%is%hydrosta=c:%do%we%need%non@hydrosta=c%at%25km%resolu=on?%See%next%slides%…%
%

CAM-SE dynamical core properties 



Axial angular momentum 

LAURITZEN ET AL.: CAM-SE ANGULAR MOMENTUM X - 7

where r is the radial distance from the center of the planet, ⇢ the fluid density, u is

the zonal velocity component, ✓ the latitude, � longitude, dV = r

2 cos ✓ d� d✓ dr is an

infinitesimal spherical volume, and D is the global domain. We make the shallow atmo-

sphere assumption and hydrostatic assumption so r in (1) is replaced with R (mean radius

of the planet) and dr = � 1
⇢ g

dp (g is the gravitational constant), respectively.

In the absence of any surface torque and zonal mechanical forcing, the hydrostatic

primitive equations conserve the globally integrated AAM when assuming a constant

pressure upper boundary [see, e.g., Staniforth and Wood , 2003]:

dM

dt

= 0. (2)

Typically numerical models are divided into a dynamical core (dyn) that, roughly speak-

ing, solves the equations of motion on resolved scales and physical parameterizations that

approximate sub-grid-scale processes (phys). There can therefore be two sources/sinks of

AAM:

dM

dt

=

 
dM

dt

!

dyn

+

 
dM

dt

!

phys

. (3)

In the Held-Suarez setup
⇣
dM

dt

⌘

phys

is simplified surface drag that acts on the velocity

components only. Consequently it does not alter M⌦ but only M

r

. In the Held-Suarez

setup the sources/sinks of AAM in the dynamical core are due to numerical errors unless
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2 cos ✓ d� d✓ dr is an
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⇢ g

dp (g is the gravitational constant), respectively.
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Lebonnois%et%al.%(2012)%:%importance%of%conserva=on%of%axial%angular%
momentum%for%the%simula=on%of%super@rota=on%



A simple way to assess 
axial angular momentum conservation 

Held@Suarez%forcing:%flat@Earth%(no%mountain%torque),%physics%replaced%by%simple%%
boundary%layer%fric=on%and%relaxa=on%of%temperature%toward%reference%profile%%

LeZ:%Zonal@=me%
averaged%T%

Upper:%%
Zonal@=me%
averaged%U%
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MPAS%results%courtesy%of%Sanghun%Park% Lauritzen%et%al.,%2014%

In Earth’s atmosphere, the physical sources/sinks of angular momentum are very large. On the resolved
scales (part of the dynamical core), there are large mountain torques due to pressure difference across orog-
raphy. The mountain torques are predominantly eastward in the tropics and westward in the midlatitudes,
and this AAM exchange affects the length of day [see, e.g., Egger et al., 2007]. On the unresolved scales, the
frictional forces such as boundary layer turbulence and drags from breaking gravity waves alter the AAM
budget. Due to these large physical sources and sinks (that are not in a similar balance as for Venus and
Titan), the lack of conservation of AAM in the dynamical core (when subtracting the mountain torque) is
much less apparent.

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the globally integrated AAM conservation properties of the
spectral-element dynamical core (the CAM-SE dynamical core is the continuous Galerkin spectral finite-
element dynamical core in NCAR’s High-Order Method Modeling Environment (HOMME) [Dennis et al.,
2005]; referred to as CAM-SE [Dennis et al., 2012]) and to investigate how different numerical operators/
options available in CAM-SE affect AAM conservation. The CAM-SE dynamical core can be run at different
formal orders of accuracy (by varying the order of the polynomial basis functions) and it accommodates
two different treatments of vertical advection that are commonly used: the finite difference treatment of
vertical advection that conserves angular momentum and total energy [Simmons and Burridge, 1981], which
will be referred to as Eulerian vertical coordinate (hybrid-sigma), and the floating Lagrangian vertical coordi-
nates for which the vertical advection terms are essentially replaced by periodic vertical remapping of prog-
nostic variables from the floating Lagrangian layers to reference Eulerian (hybrid-sigma) vertical
coordinates. This remapping also conserves AAM and optionally total energy [Lin, 2004]. The effect on AAM
conservation by using these different numerical operators is the main topic of this paper. The AAM analysis
is detailed in the sense that not only are the total contributions to AAM from the dynamical core and
parameterizations separated but also the breakdown into the relative contributions from diffusion operators
and the ‘‘inviscid’’ fluid flow solver. The AAM diagnostics are computed consistently inline in the dynamical
core at every dynamics time step and fully consistently with the spectral-element method.

The simulations presented here make use of the idealized Earth configuration called Held-Suarez [Held and
Suarez, 1994]. In this setup, there is no topography and the parameterization suite is replaced by a relaxa-
tion of temperature toward a zonally symmetric state and Rayleigh damping of low-level winds to emulate
boundary layer friction [Held and Suarez, 1994]. This forcing results in a statistical mean state similar to
Earth’s atmosphere in terms of producing similar time-averaged zonal jet streams and temperature profiles.
The only physical source/sink of AAM in this setup is the Rayleigh damping. The absence of mountain tor-
ques and other large subgrid-scale torques makes the Held-Suarez test a good test bed for investigating
AAM properties of general circulation models developed for Earth’s atmosphere.

Figure 1. Angular momentum diagnostics for CAM-FV in the Held-Suarez setup (data are from Lebonnois et al. [2012]). First, second, and third column is total angular momentum

(Mr1MX), time tendencies of AAM due to the dynamical core dM
dt

! "
dyn

# $
and physical parameterizations dM

dt

! "
phys

# $
, respectively, as a function of time. Note that the spurious source/sinks

of AAM from the dynamical core (second column) are the same order of magnitude as the physical sources/sinks of AAM (third column).
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%
•  Discre=za=on%preserves%adjoint%proper=es%of%divergence,%gradient%and%curl%(mime=c).%
•  Machine%precision%mass@conserva=on%(at%the%element%level)%
•  Conserves%moist%energy%(in%CAM5.2;%no%longer%the%case%in%CAM5.3%but%it%can%be%fixed)%
•  Op=on%to%run%with%Eulerian%finite@difference%discre=za=on%(CAM5.2)%in%the%ver=cal%%

and%floa=ng%Lagrangian%ver=cal%coordinates%(CAM5.3)%
•  Support%sta=c%mesh@refinement%
•  Conserves%axial%angular%momentum%very%well%(see%next%slides)%
•  CAM@SE%is%hydrosta=c:%do%we%need%non@hydrosta=c%at%25km%resolu=on?%See%next%slides%…%
%

CAM-SE dynamical core properties 





Consistent%treatment%of%water%
Many%current%global%climate%models%use%a%moist%ver=cal%coordinate%
i.e.%PS%=%weight%of%dry%air%+%weight%of%water%
%
(weight%of%rain,%snow%graupel,%etc.%is%ignored)%
%
=>%
%
1.%Pressure%gradient%force%does%not%include%effect%of%the%weights%of%all%hydro%meteors%
%%%%(referred%to%as%condensate%loading)%
2.%Con=nuity%equa=on%for%air%has%source/sink%terms%
%
Most%weather%models%use%a%dry@mass%ver=cal%coordinate%in%which%it%is%trivial%to%include%
the%weight%of%hydro%meteors%in%the%pressure%gradient%force.%
%
However,%these%models%do%not%use%energy%and%angular%momentum%ver=cal%discre=za=on%
schemes:%it%would%be%desirable%to%make%climate%models%like%weather%models%but%retain%
conserva=on%constraints%…%(non@trivial%task!)%



%
•  Discre=za=on%preserves%adjoint%proper=es%of%divergence,%gradient%and%curl%(mime=c).%
•  Machine%precision%mass@conserva=on%(at%the%element%level)%
•  Conserves%moist%energy%(in%CAM5.2;%no%longer%the%case%in%CAM5.3%but%it%can%be%fixed)%
•  Op=on%to%run%with%Eulerian%finite@difference%discre=za=on%(CAM5.2)%in%the%ver=cal%%

and%floa=ng%Lagrangian%ver=cal%coordinates%(CAM5.3)%
•  Supports%sta=c%mesh@refinement%
•  Conserves%axial%angular%momentum%very%well%(see%next%slides)%
•  CAM@SE%is%hydrosta=c:%do%we%need%non@hydrosta=c%at%25km%resolu=on?%See%next%slides%…%
%

CAM-SE dynamical core properties 

But … 



CAM@SE%scales%very%well%but%…%
Concerns%about%tracer%transport:%
%
•  Tracer%transport%accounts%for%the%majority%of%the%cost%of%the%dynamical%core%

Tracer%transport%in%CAM@SE%is%prohibi=vely%expensive%for%many@tracer%applica=ons%(e.g.,%CAM@Chem%has%
106+%tracers)%
%
Why?%
%
@%spectral@element%=me@step%for%tracers%is%rela=vely%short%%
%%(uses%RK%scheme%–%communica=on%at%every%stage)%

%%%%%%%@%work%for%each%addi=onal%tracer%is%the%same%(no%reuse%of%informa=on)%
%
•  Spectral%element%advec=on%for%chemistry?%We%may%not%be%as%accurate%as%our%less@scalable%finite@volume%

model%…%
%

•  Can%we%combine%the%best%of%the%two%worlds?%%
%
spectral%elements:%mime=c%(energy%conserva=on),%good%axial%angular%momentum%conserva=on%
finite@volume:%longer%dt’s,%likely%bener%filters%for%shape@preserva=on,%…%

Let%me%first%address%the%accuracy%of%tracer%advec=on%first%…%



A standard test case suite for two-dimensional linear 
transport on the sphere (Lauritzen et al., 2012)%

 
 

Passive & inert idealized 2D transport test 
cases designed to assess (among other 
things):  
 
1. numerical order of  convergence and 
effective resolution, 
2. ability of  the transport scheme to 
transport ‘rough’ distributions, 
3. ability of  the transport scheme to 
preserve pre-existing functional relations 
between species, 
 
under challenging flow conditions 
 

  u(�, �, t)  = � sin2(�) sin(2�) cos(πt/T ) + 2π cos(�)/T  
  v(�, �, t)  = � sin(2�) cos(�) cos(πt/T ),  

 
(Nair and Lauritzen, 2010, JCP).%
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Fig. 3. Histogram of minimal resolution ��

m

(upper), K
i

, i= 2,1 which are the ‘optimal’ convergence rates for `2 (middle) and `1
(lower), for the unlimited (‘un’, red) and shape-preserving (‘sp’, green) versions of the schemes. The histogram is ordered monotonically
according to ��

m

for the unlimited schemes so that �� decreases from left to right. For schemes for which unlimited results are not
available, ��

m

for the shape-preserving scheme is used for the purpose of ordering (schemes concerned are: CAM-FV, HEL, HEL-ND,
UCISOM, UCISOM-CS) and a placeholder value of 0.0 is used in all histograms.

ing ratio values that span the entire range from the back-
ground value of 0.1 to the peak value, �= 1.0. Slotted-

cylinder initial conditions, for example, only has two values
in its initial condition and simulations using that initial con-

Results from a collection of state-of-the-art 
schemes: minimal/effective resolution%

P. H. Lauritzen et al.: Transport tests 893
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Fig. 5. Convergence plot for �2 computed with CSLAM with cosine
bells initial conditions. The keys are as in Fig. 4. The heavy line is
�2 = 0.033 and is used to define ‘minimal’ resolution.

based on point values (parcels) control volumes for which
the point values are representative must be defined. Note that375

the ‘control volumes’ should span the entire domain without
overlaps or ‘cracks’ between them.

Define the filament preservation diagnostic

�f (�,t)=

�
100.0� A(�,t)

A(�,t=0) if A(�,t =0) �=0,

0.0, otherwise.
(30)

For infinite resolution (continuous case) and a non-divergent
flow, �f (�,t) is invariant in time: �f (�,t = 0) = �f (�,t) =
100 for all � . At finite resolution, however, the filament di-380

agnostic even for an exact scheme should not necessarily be
preserved since the solution must be truncated to the discrete
grid. That said, usually the numerical truncation errors are
much larger than the grid truncation error at least at moder-
ate resolutions.385

The experimental setup is as in section 3.2, that is, use
the non-divergent wind field ((18) and (19)) and cosine bells
initial condition (11). At half time, t = T/2, the filament
preservation diagnostic �f (�,t = T/2) is computed at 19
equi-distant discrete intervals (� =0.10, 0.15, 0.15,0.20, ...,390

0.95, 1.00) without and (if applicable) with limiters/filters at
�� =1.5�, �� =0.75� as well as at the ‘minimal’ resolution
�� = ��m. The filament diagnostic should be computed as
a function of � � [0.1,1.0] (see Fig.6). The threshold value
for which �f (t = T/2) is less than,for example 80, is a mea-395

sure for how well filaments are preserved.

Numerical diffusion will tend to decrease �f for large �
values (maxima decrease) and increase �f for low � values
(gradients are ‘smeared’). An ‘extreme’ situation is shown
on Fig. 6(a) where �f is plotted as a function of � for the400

highly diffusive 1st-order version of CSLAM. This much
improves when using the higher-order version of CSLAM
(Fig. 6(b)). Note that the non-shape-preserving versions of
CSLAM produce values of �f less than 100.0 for low thresh-
old values (� < 0.1). This also indicates an error in tracer405

transport due to undershoots (� < 0.1), which are not repre-
sented in the �f diagnostic.

3.4 Transport of ‘rough’ distribution: slotted-cylinders

To challenge shape-preserving filters/limiters (if applicable)
we use discontinuous initial conditions, that is, standard er-410

ror norms for the simulated solution at t = T using the slotted
cylinders initial condition and non-divergent winds ((18) and
(19)) are computed using the transport scheme without and
(if applicable) with limiters/filters at resolutions �� = 1.5�,
�� = 0.75� as well as at the ‘minimal’ resolution ��m.415

Contour plots of the solution at t = T/2 and t = T (Fig. 7)
using a contour interval of 0.05 in the range [0.0 : 1.1] are
shown.

Fig. 4. Convergence plots for `2 (first column) and `1 (second column), respectively, computed with CSLAM with Gaussian hills initial
conditions. The keys with “CN5.5” and “CN1.0” refer to simulations using a non-dimensional time step of T/120 and T/600, respectively.
The keys with the word filter in them refer to simulations using a shape-preserving filter. The upper and lower heavy lines on each plot
correspond to the slopes of second- and third-order convergence rates, respectively.

and non-divergent wind field (Eqs. 18 and 19) at resolutions
ranging from approximately 1� = 3� to 1� = 0.3� for fixed
Courant number are computed. The choice of resolutions
should provide enough data points on a “convergence plot”
(e.g., log(`2) as a function of log(N)) in the resolution inter-
val of interest, to generate a “credible” estimate of numerical
rate of convergence. For example, the following resolutions
could be used:1� = 3�, 1.5�, 0.75�, 0.375�. The runs should
be performed without any limiting/filtering and (if applica-
ble) also with limiters/filters enforcing shape-preservation,
monotonicity and/or non-oscillatoriness in the numerically
computed solution.
These simulations with infinitely smooth (Gaussian hills)

initial conditions should provide a numerical estimate of the
“optimal” numerical convergence rate of the scheme. A way
to estimate numerical (empirical) convergence rates K2 and
K1, for `2 and `1 respectively (see Fig. 4), is to perform
a least-squares linear regression of the form (Harris et al.,
2010):

log(`
i

) =A
i

�K
i

log(1�), i = 2,1. (26)

3.2 “Minimal” resolution 1�m: cosine bells

In many geophysical fluid dynamics applications using state-
of-the-art physical parameterization packages, increases in
horizontal resolution come at significant computational cost.
It is therefore of interest to assess the absolute error in ad-
dition to convergence rates. To do that we repeat the experi-
ment described in Sect. 3.1 but with cosine bells initial con-
dition (11) to find the “minimal” resolution. We define the
“minimal” resolution 1�

m

as the 1�-value for which `2 is
approximately 0.033, when using an unlimited scheme and
the cosine bells Eq. (11) initial condition (the Courant num-
ber used for defining 1�

m

should be one typically used by
the scheme). A convergence plot can conveniently be used
to find the “minimal” resolution by finding the intersection
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conditions. The keys with ‘CN5.5’ and ‘CN1.0’ refer to simulations using a time-step of T/120 and T/600, respectively. The keys with the
word filter in them refer to simulations using a shape-preserving filter. The upper and lower heavy lines on each plot correspond to the slopes
of second- and third-order convergence rates, respectively.
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the ‘control volumes’ should span the entire domain without
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Define the filament preservation diagnostic

�f (�,t)=

�
100.0� A(�,t)

A(�,t=0) if A(�,t =0) �=0,

0.0, otherwise.
(30)

For infinite resolution (continuous case) and a non-divergent
flow, �f (�,t) is invariant in time: �f (�,t = 0) = �f (�,t) =
100 for all � . At finite resolution, however, the filament di-380

agnostic even for an exact scheme should not necessarily be
preserved since the solution must be truncated to the discrete
grid. That said, usually the numerical truncation errors are
much larger than the grid truncation error at least at moder-
ate resolutions.385

The experimental setup is as in section 3.2, that is, use
the non-divergent wind field ((18) and (19)) and cosine bells
initial condition (11). At half time, t = T/2, the filament
preservation diagnostic �f (�,t = T/2) is computed at 19
equi-distant discrete intervals (� =0.10, 0.15, 0.15,0.20, ...,390

0.95, 1.00) without and (if applicable) with limiters/filters at
�� =1.5�, �� =0.75� as well as at the ‘minimal’ resolution
�� = ��m. The filament diagnostic should be computed as
a function of � � [0.1,1.0] (see Fig.6). The threshold value
for which �f (t = T/2) is less than,for example 80, is a mea-395

sure for how well filaments are preserved.

Numerical diffusion will tend to decrease �f for large �
values (maxima decrease) and increase �f for low � values
(gradients are ‘smeared’). An ‘extreme’ situation is shown
on Fig. 6(a) where �f is plotted as a function of � for the400

highly diffusive 1st-order version of CSLAM. This much
improves when using the higher-order version of CSLAM
(Fig. 6(b)). Note that the non-shape-preserving versions of
CSLAM produce values of �f less than 100.0 for low thresh-
old values (� < 0.1). This also indicates an error in tracer405

transport due to undershoots (� < 0.1), which are not repre-
sented in the �f diagnostic.

3.4 Transport of ‘rough’ distribution: slotted-cylinders

To challenge shape-preserving filters/limiters (if applicable)
we use discontinuous initial conditions, that is, standard er-410

ror norms for the simulated solution at t = T using the slotted
cylinders initial condition and non-divergent winds ((18) and
(19)) are computed using the transport scheme without and
(if applicable) with limiters/filters at resolutions �� = 1.5�,
�� = 0.75� as well as at the ‘minimal’ resolution ��m.415

Contour plots of the solution at t = T/2 and t = T (Fig. 7)
using a contour interval of 0.05 in the range [0.0 : 1.1] are
shown.

Fig. 5. Convergence plot for `2 computed with CSLAMwith cosine
bells initial conditions. The keys are as in Fig. 4. The heavy line is
`2 = 0.033 and is used to define “minimal” resolution.

between the horizontal line `2 = 0.033 and the convergence
curve for `2 (see Fig. 5). The quasi but not infinitely smooth
initial conditions (Cosine bells instead of Gaussian hills) are
used in order to challenge the schemes with respect to weak
non-smoothness.
The “minimal” resolution1�

m

will be used in the remain-
ing test cases. The choice of threshold for 1�

m

is based on
results for CSLAM (a resolution for which the thin filaments
are marginally resolved). The “minimal” resolution (as de-
fined here) for CSLAM is 1� = 1.5� and 1� ⇡ 1� when us-
ing a time step of T/120 (maximum Courant number is ap-
proximately 5.2) and T/600 (maximum Courant number is
approximately 1.0).

3.3 “Filament” preservation diagnostic `f : cosine bells

Realistic flows often deform distributions into thin filaments
that, in general, are challenging to represent by Eulerian and
semi-Lagrangian transport schemes that use a fixed grid in
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Fig. 3. Histogram of minimal resolution ��

m

(upper), K
i

, i= 2,1 which are the ‘optimal’ convergence rates for `2 (middle) and `1
(lower), for the unlimited (‘un’, red) and shape-preserving (‘sp’, green) versions of the schemes. The histogram is ordered monotonically
according to ��

m

for the unlimited schemes so that �� decreases from left to right. For schemes for which unlimited results are not
available, ��

m

for the shape-preserving scheme is used for the purpose of ordering (schemes concerned are: CAM-FV, HEL, HEL-ND,
UCISOM, UCISOM-CS) and a placeholder value of 0.0 is used in all histograms.

ing ratio values that span the entire range from the back-
ground value of 0.1 to the peak value, �= 1.0. Slotted-

cylinder initial conditions, for example, only has two values
in its initial condition and simulations using that initial con-

Results from a collection of state-of-the-art 
schemes. (Lauritzen et al., 2014)%
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Fig. 5. Convergence plot for �2 computed with CSLAM with cosine
bells initial conditions. The keys are as in Fig. 4. The heavy line is
�2 = 0.033 and is used to define ‘minimal’ resolution.

based on point values (parcels) control volumes for which
the point values are representative must be defined. Note that375

the ‘control volumes’ should span the entire domain without
overlaps or ‘cracks’ between them.

Define the filament preservation diagnostic

�f (�,t)=

�
100.0� A(�,t)

A(�,t=0) if A(�,t =0) �=0,

0.0, otherwise.
(30)

For infinite resolution (continuous case) and a non-divergent
flow, �f (�,t) is invariant in time: �f (�,t = 0) = �f (�,t) =
100 for all � . At finite resolution, however, the filament di-380

agnostic even for an exact scheme should not necessarily be
preserved since the solution must be truncated to the discrete
grid. That said, usually the numerical truncation errors are
much larger than the grid truncation error at least at moder-
ate resolutions.385

The experimental setup is as in section 3.2, that is, use
the non-divergent wind field ((18) and (19)) and cosine bells
initial condition (11). At half time, t = T/2, the filament
preservation diagnostic �f (�,t = T/2) is computed at 19
equi-distant discrete intervals (� =0.10, 0.15, 0.15,0.20, ...,390

0.95, 1.00) without and (if applicable) with limiters/filters at
�� =1.5�, �� =0.75� as well as at the ‘minimal’ resolution
�� = ��m. The filament diagnostic should be computed as
a function of � � [0.1,1.0] (see Fig.6). The threshold value
for which �f (t = T/2) is less than,for example 80, is a mea-395

sure for how well filaments are preserved.

Numerical diffusion will tend to decrease �f for large �
values (maxima decrease) and increase �f for low � values
(gradients are ‘smeared’). An ‘extreme’ situation is shown
on Fig. 6(a) where �f is plotted as a function of � for the400

highly diffusive 1st-order version of CSLAM. This much
improves when using the higher-order version of CSLAM
(Fig. 6(b)). Note that the non-shape-preserving versions of
CSLAM produce values of �f less than 100.0 for low thresh-
old values (� < 0.1). This also indicates an error in tracer405

transport due to undershoots (� < 0.1), which are not repre-
sented in the �f diagnostic.

3.4 Transport of ‘rough’ distribution: slotted-cylinders

To challenge shape-preserving filters/limiters (if applicable)
we use discontinuous initial conditions, that is, standard er-410

ror norms for the simulated solution at t = T using the slotted
cylinders initial condition and non-divergent winds ((18) and
(19)) are computed using the transport scheme without and
(if applicable) with limiters/filters at resolutions �� = 1.5�,
�� = 0.75� as well as at the ‘minimal’ resolution ��m.415

Contour plots of the solution at t = T/2 and t = T (Fig. 7)
using a contour interval of 0.05 in the range [0.0 : 1.1] are
shown.

Fig. 4. Convergence plots for `2 (first column) and `1 (second column), respectively, computed with CSLAM with Gaussian hills initial
conditions. The keys with “CN5.5” and “CN1.0” refer to simulations using a non-dimensional time step of T/120 and T/600, respectively.
The keys with the word filter in them refer to simulations using a shape-preserving filter. The upper and lower heavy lines on each plot
correspond to the slopes of second- and third-order convergence rates, respectively.

and non-divergent wind field (Eqs. 18 and 19) at resolutions
ranging from approximately 1� = 3� to 1� = 0.3� for fixed
Courant number are computed. The choice of resolutions
should provide enough data points on a “convergence plot”
(e.g., log(`2) as a function of log(N)) in the resolution inter-
val of interest, to generate a “credible” estimate of numerical
rate of convergence. For example, the following resolutions
could be used:1� = 3�, 1.5�, 0.75�, 0.375�. The runs should
be performed without any limiting/filtering and (if applica-
ble) also with limiters/filters enforcing shape-preservation,
monotonicity and/or non-oscillatoriness in the numerically
computed solution.
These simulations with infinitely smooth (Gaussian hills)

initial conditions should provide a numerical estimate of the
“optimal” numerical convergence rate of the scheme. A way
to estimate numerical (empirical) convergence rates K2 and
K1, for `2 and `1 respectively (see Fig. 4), is to perform
a least-squares linear regression of the form (Harris et al.,
2010):

log(`
i

) =A
i

�K
i

log(1�), i = 2,1. (26)

3.2 “Minimal” resolution 1�m: cosine bells

In many geophysical fluid dynamics applications using state-
of-the-art physical parameterization packages, increases in
horizontal resolution come at significant computational cost.
It is therefore of interest to assess the absolute error in ad-
dition to convergence rates. To do that we repeat the experi-
ment described in Sect. 3.1 but with cosine bells initial con-
dition (11) to find the “minimal” resolution. We define the
“minimal” resolution 1�

m

as the 1�-value for which `2 is
approximately 0.033, when using an unlimited scheme and
the cosine bells Eq. (11) initial condition (the Courant num-
ber used for defining 1�

m

should be one typically used by
the scheme). A convergence plot can conveniently be used
to find the “minimal” resolution by finding the intersection
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Fig. 4. Convergence plots for �2 (first column), and �� (second column), respectively, computed with CSLAM with Gaussian hills initial
conditions. The keys with ‘CN5.5’ and ‘CN1.0’ refer to simulations using a time-step of T/120 and T/600, respectively. The keys with the
word filter in them refer to simulations using a shape-preserving filter. The upper and lower heavy lines on each plot correspond to the slopes
of second- and third-order convergence rates, respectively.
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based on point values (parcels) control volumes for which
the point values are representative must be defined. Note that375

the ‘control volumes’ should span the entire domain without
overlaps or ‘cracks’ between them.

Define the filament preservation diagnostic

�f (�,t)=

�
100.0� A(�,t)

A(�,t=0) if A(�,t =0) �=0,

0.0, otherwise.
(30)

For infinite resolution (continuous case) and a non-divergent
flow, �f (�,t) is invariant in time: �f (�,t = 0) = �f (�,t) =
100 for all � . At finite resolution, however, the filament di-380

agnostic even for an exact scheme should not necessarily be
preserved since the solution must be truncated to the discrete
grid. That said, usually the numerical truncation errors are
much larger than the grid truncation error at least at moder-
ate resolutions.385

The experimental setup is as in section 3.2, that is, use
the non-divergent wind field ((18) and (19)) and cosine bells
initial condition (11). At half time, t = T/2, the filament
preservation diagnostic �f (�,t = T/2) is computed at 19
equi-distant discrete intervals (� =0.10, 0.15, 0.15,0.20, ...,390

0.95, 1.00) without and (if applicable) with limiters/filters at
�� =1.5�, �� =0.75� as well as at the ‘minimal’ resolution
�� = ��m. The filament diagnostic should be computed as
a function of � � [0.1,1.0] (see Fig.6). The threshold value
for which �f (t = T/2) is less than,for example 80, is a mea-395

sure for how well filaments are preserved.

Numerical diffusion will tend to decrease �f for large �
values (maxima decrease) and increase �f for low � values
(gradients are ‘smeared’). An ‘extreme’ situation is shown
on Fig. 6(a) where �f is plotted as a function of � for the400

highly diffusive 1st-order version of CSLAM. This much
improves when using the higher-order version of CSLAM
(Fig. 6(b)). Note that the non-shape-preserving versions of
CSLAM produce values of �f less than 100.0 for low thresh-
old values (� < 0.1). This also indicates an error in tracer405

transport due to undershoots (� < 0.1), which are not repre-
sented in the �f diagnostic.

3.4 Transport of ‘rough’ distribution: slotted-cylinders

To challenge shape-preserving filters/limiters (if applicable)
we use discontinuous initial conditions, that is, standard er-410

ror norms for the simulated solution at t = T using the slotted
cylinders initial condition and non-divergent winds ((18) and
(19)) are computed using the transport scheme without and
(if applicable) with limiters/filters at resolutions �� = 1.5�,
�� = 0.75� as well as at the ‘minimal’ resolution ��m.415

Contour plots of the solution at t = T/2 and t = T (Fig. 7)
using a contour interval of 0.05 in the range [0.0 : 1.1] are
shown.

Fig. 5. Convergence plot for `2 computed with CSLAMwith cosine
bells initial conditions. The keys are as in Fig. 4. The heavy line is
`2 = 0.033 and is used to define “minimal” resolution.

between the horizontal line `2 = 0.033 and the convergence
curve for `2 (see Fig. 5). The quasi but not infinitely smooth
initial conditions (Cosine bells instead of Gaussian hills) are
used in order to challenge the schemes with respect to weak
non-smoothness.
The “minimal” resolution1�

m

will be used in the remain-
ing test cases. The choice of threshold for 1�

m

is based on
results for CSLAM (a resolution for which the thin filaments
are marginally resolved). The “minimal” resolution (as de-
fined here) for CSLAM is 1� = 1.5� and 1� ⇡ 1� when us-
ing a time step of T/120 (maximum Courant number is ap-
proximately 5.2) and T/600 (maximum Courant number is
approximately 1.0).

3.3 “Filament” preservation diagnostic `f : cosine bells

Realistic flows often deform distributions into thin filaments
that, in general, are challenging to represent by Eulerian and
semi-Lagrangian transport schemes that use a fixed grid in

www.geosci-model-dev.net/5/887/2012/ Geosci. Model Dev., 5, 887–901, 2012

Minimal%(effec=ve)%resolu=on%

Inert%advec=on%(unforced%condi=ons)%



CL2%

The terminator ‘toy’-chemistry test: A simple tool to 
assess errors in transport schemes
(Lauritzen et al, 2014, in prep) 

Cl%

Cly%Non@linear%%
“terminator@toy”%%
chemistry:%

Exact%solu=on:%
Cl+2*Cl2%=%constant% Errors%are%due%to%non@conserva=on%of%linear%correla=ons%by%the%limiter%

(and%physics@dynamics%coupling)%

Wind%field:%%
Nair%and%
Lauritzen%

deforma=onal%
flow%

The  terminator  
test 
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Multi-tracer efficiency in CAM-SE%
%

CSLaM scheme (Conservative Semi-Lagrangian Multi-tracer) 
Lauritzen, Nair and Ullrich (J. Comput. Phys., 2010)  
 
References: 
 
Flux-Form CSLAM: Harris,%Lauritzen%and%Minal,%(J.%Comput.%Phys.,%2011)%
Simplified Flux-form CSLAM: Lauritzen,%Erath,%Minal%(J.%Comput.%Phys.,%2011)%
High-resolution CSLAM: Erath,%Lauritzen%and%Tufo%(Mon.%Wea.%Rev.%2013)%
Flux-form CSLAM on icosahedral grids: Dubey,%Minal,%Lauritzen%(JAMES,%2014)%
%
CSLAM%shallow%water%model%(semi@implicit%dt):%Wong,%Skamarock,%Lauritzen,%Stull%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% % % % % % % %%%%%%(MWR,2013)%
CSLAM%2D%non@hydrosta=c%solver:%Wong,%Skamarock,%Lauritzen,%Klemp,%Stull%(MWR,%2013)%
%
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CSLAM: accuracy%
%

@  3rd%order%accurate%
@  Inherently%mass@conserving%
@  Preserves%linear%correla=ons%

even%with%shape@preserving%
filter!%

Figure%courtesy%of%C.%Erath%



CSLAM has been implemented in 
CAM-SE (HOMME)%

%

(Erath%et%al.%2012,%Procedia%Computer%Science)%

Finite@volume%method%
implemented%in%the%
element%structure%



CSLAM has been implemented in 
CAM-SE (HOMME)%

Figure%courtesy%of%Christoph%Erath!%



CSLAM has been implemented in 
CAM-SE (HOMME)%

%
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CAM3SE$$“default”$

3%

Dynamics:%%Spectral%element%
dynamics%on%GaussTLobaUo%nodal%
values%(not%quite%equally%spaced%
at%CAMTSE%default%4x4,%p=3)%

Physics:%%physics%columns%
computed%at%GaussTLobaUo%nodal%
values%

Tracer%Advec/on:%%Spectral%
element.%%Locally%conserva/ve%
and%monotone%on%GaussTLobaUo%
nodes%

Slide%courtesy%of%M.%Taylor%

NE30NP4%configura=on%



CAM3SE/CSLAM$$physics$grid$

5%

Dynamics:%%Spectral%element%

Tracer%Advec/on:%%CSLAM%
Conserva/ve,%SemiTLagrange,%
mul/Ttracer%efficient%algorithm%
using%cell%averaged%data%

Physics:%%cell%averaged%data.%%
Slide%courtesy%of%M.%Taylor%

SE%air%mass%consistently%coupled%to%
CSLAM%tracers%via%tradi=onal%finite@
volume%flux@coupling%method%
(implementa=on%in%progress)%



CAM3SE$$physics$grid$

4%

Dynamics:%%Spectral%element%

Tracer%Advec/on:%%Spectral%
element.%%%

Physics:%%physics%columns%computed%with%cell%averaged%data.%%
Physics%can%use%a%coarser,%iden/cal,%or%finer%resolu/on%grid%

Slide%courtesy%of%M.%Taylor%

NE30NP4NC3%configura=on%



CAM3SE$$physics$grid$

4%

Dynamics:%%Spectral%element%

Tracer%Advec/on:%%Spectral%
element.%%%

Physics:%%physics%columns%computed%with%cell%averaged%data.%%
Physics%can%use%a%coarser,%iden/cal,%or%finer%resolu/on%grid%

Slide%courtesy%of%M.%Taylor%

NE30NP4NC3%configura=on%

The%physics@grid%
framework%gives%us%a%
tool%to%inves=gate%

ques=ons%like:%Should%
we%run%physics%and%

dynamics%on%the%same%
grids?%%

Challenges as we move to higher resolution

Fig. 3. The kinetic energy spectra from high resolution aqua planet simulations of CAM-
SE and CAM-EUL. Left panel plots E(k) as a function of spherical wave number k. Right
panel plots E(k)k5/3 to better illustrate how the spectral matches the predicted k�3 and
k�5/3 scalings (black lines). Solid lines show the KE of �u, while the dotted lines show the
irrotational component �u�. CAM-SE at 0.25� matches the CAM-EUL T340 spectra quite
well at all scales resolved by CAM-EUL. But even higher resolution is needed to capture
the observed transition from a k�3 to a k�5/3 scaling, as seen in the result for CAM-SE at
0.125�, which has large regions which match each scaling regime.

25

We are now starting to resolve some meso-scale motion (k-5/3’s transition)

! slowly starting to resolve large-scale convection (since we can resolve large-scale updrafts) but
we are certainly not resolving all kinds of convection and associated phenomena: GREY ZONE

Are the assumptions we are making in climate models developed for resolutions of O(> 100km)
still valid?

Peter Hjort Lauritzen (NCAR) Dynamics II May 30, 2012 17 / 25



Passing%state%(u,v,T,q,…)%to%physics:%
Integra=on%of%spectral%element%basis%func=ons%
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Passing%physics%tendencies%back%to%dynamics%:%
bilinear%interpola=on%
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Aside:%some%observa=ons%on%Galerkin%methods%
and%physics@dynamics%coupling%
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Passing%state%to%physics:%
Integra=on%of%spectral%element%basis%func=ons%
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I%argue%equal@area%finite@
volume%type%physics%grid%is%
more%consistent%



Passing%state%to%physics:%
Integra=on%of%spectral%element%basis%func=ons%
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Note%also%that%physics%grid%averages%move%
fields%away%from%boundary%of%element%where%

the%solu=on%is%least%smooth%
(in%element%interior%the%polynomials%are%C∞)%%



Idealized%forcing:%Held@Suarez%



Blue%–%NE30NP4%
Red%–%NE30NP4NC3%

3%years%aqua@planet%simula=ons%using%CAM4%physics%

Lauritzen%et%al.,%in%prep%



NE30NP4% NE30NP4NC3%

Lauritzen%et%al.,%in%prep%



Lauritzen%et%al.,%in%prep%



NE30NP4% NE30NP4NC3%Differences%
could%be%due%
to%
interpola=ng%
q%and%T.%
Satura=on%
water%vapor%
is%a%%
highly%non@
linear%
func=on.%
Maybe%
interpolate%
qrel%
instead?%…%

Lauritzen%et%al.,%in%prep%



Lauritzen%et%al.,%in%prep%



Likely%do%to%inherent%
damping%of%small%scales%%

Lauritzen%et%al.,%in%prep%



Hovmoller%diagrams%

Lauritzen%et%al.,%in%prep%



Concluding%remarks%

•  We%are%approaching%the%era%of%having%tools%to%
do%regional%climate%modeling%in%one%
framework%that%is%consistent%and%conserva=ve%%
(…%major%challenge%is%well@behaved%sub@grid@
scale%parameteriza=ons%across%resolu=ons)%

•  Climate%models%can%run%at%weather%scales:%
bridging%the%gap%between%weather%and%
climate%modeling.%




